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IntroductionIntroduction

•• Determining acceptable risk is necessary for Determining acceptable risk is necessary for 
optimal allocation of resourcesoptimal allocation of resources

•• Social psychology research provides extensive Social psychology research provides extensive 
information on risk avoidanceinformation on risk avoidance

•• Bringing linguisticallyBringing linguistically--based data into risk based data into risk 
analysis is not straightforwardanalysis is not straightforward

•• Generalized information theory holds several Generalized information theory holds several 
advantages over basic probabilityadvantages over basic probability



Generalized UncertaintyGeneralized Uncertainty

•• Probability measures are controlled by standard Probability measures are controlled by standard 
axioms such as axioms such as 

•• But we can replace probability by any monotone But we can replace probability by any monotone 
measure, measure, µµ, such that , such that 

•• P[P[ØØ] = 0 = ] = 0 = μμ[[ØØ] still holds, but P[S] = 1 becomes] still holds, but P[S] = 1 becomes

•• This generalization permits the use of imprecise This generalization permits the use of imprecise 
numbers in place of precise probabilities (numbers in place of precise probabilities (KlirKlir 2006)2006)
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Fuzzy SetsFuzzy Sets

•• Social psychologistsSocial psychologists’’ risk perception terms fit the risk perception terms fit the 
framework of fuzzy set membershipframework of fuzzy set membership

•• This cutThis cut--set membership definition allows the use set membership definition allows the use 
of classical probability algebraof classical probability algebra

•• Uncertainties in linguistic definition must be Uncertainties in linguistic definition must be 
distinguished from epistemic uncertaintydistinguished from epistemic uncertainty
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Fuzzy SetsFuzzy Sets

•• Fuzzy set calculus replaces Fuzzy set calculus replaces 
by the membership relationby the membership relation

•• Some basic classical probability measures are Some basic classical probability measures are 
unchanged, such asunchanged, such as

•• Whereas other properties are not, such asWhereas other properties are not, such as

andand
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Alternate Measures of UncertaintyAlternate Measures of Uncertainty

•• Monotonic rather than linear measures allow Monotonic rather than linear measures allow 
graduations in membership beliefgraduations in membership belief

•• Belief measures can sum or integrate to more or Belief measures can sum or integrate to more or 
less than unity over all valuesless than unity over all values

•• Upper and lower probabilities result from the Upper and lower probabilities result from the 
integral values of beliefsintegral values of beliefs

•• Belief measures can be applied to both crisp and Belief measures can be applied to both crisp and 
fuzzy setsfuzzy sets



Alternate Measures of UncertaintyAlternate Measures of Uncertainty

•• ShannonShannon’’s (1948) entropy allows generalized s (1948) entropy allows generalized 
uncertainty based on principles of minimization or uncertainty based on principles of minimization or 
maximizationmaximization

in which we usually use a=1 and in which we usually use a=1 and loglogbb = = llnn

•• Entropy can be used for maximum value from Entropy can be used for maximum value from 
linguistic variables of multiple expertslinguistic variables of multiple experts
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Built Environment Risk FactorsBuilt Environment Risk Factors

•• Social psychology work of Social psychology work of SlovicSlovic (2004) and (2004) and 
others supplements probability and consequence others supplements probability and consequence 
with dread, with dread, voluntarinessvoluntariness, trust, equitability and , trust, equitability and 
affectiveaffective** feelingfeeling
** quality of quality of ““goodnessgoodness”” or or ““badnessbadness””

•• Framing of issues (Framing of issues (KahnemannKahnemann & & TverskyTversky 2000) 2000) 
must be compensatedmust be compensated
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Linguistic Risk AssessmentLinguistic Risk Assessment

•• KlinkeKlinke and and RennRenn (2002) Greek Mythology(2002) Greek Mythology



Generalized UncertaintyGeneralized Uncertainty
and Linguisticsand Linguistics

Consider a city with the following hazards:Consider a city with the following hazards:

Geophysical (G) Geophysical (G) 
Cimatological (C) Cimatological (C) 
Intentional (I)Intentional (I)

Assume the true (but unknown) risks conditioned Assume the true (but unknown) risks conditioned 
on an some event are 50%, 50% and 0%, on an some event are 50%, 50% and 0%, 
respectively.respectively.



Example Uncertainty MeasuresExample Uncertainty Measures

SourceSource ProbabilityProbability
GG 0.50.5
CC 0.50.5
II 0.00.0
GUCGUC 1.01.0
GUIGUI 0.50.5
CUICUI 0.50.5
GUCUIGUCUI 1.01.0



Two Expert Panels InterviewedTwo Expert Panels Interviewed

SourceSource Probability Probability Panel 1Panel 1 Panel2 Panel2 
Belief Belief BeliefBelief

GG 0.50.5 5%5% 15%15%
CC 0.50.5 5%5% 5%5%
II 0.00.0 0%0% 0%0%
GUCGUC 1.01.0 20%20% 40%40%
GUIGUI 0.50.5 20%20% 20%20%
CUICUI 0.50.5 10%10% 10%10%
GUCUIGUCUI 1.01.0 100%100% 100%100%
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MMőőbius Representationbius Representation

Source    Prob. Source    Prob. Panel 1Panel 1 Panel 2 Panel 2 
BeliefBelief m m BeliefBelief mm

GG 0.50.5 5%5% 5%5% 15%15% 15%15%
CC 0.50.5 5%5% 5%5% 5%5% 5%5%
II 0.00.0 0%0% 0%0% 0%0% 0%0%
GUCGUC 1.01.0 20%20% 10%10% 40%40% 20%20%
GUIGUI 0.50.5 20%20% 15%15% 20%20% 5%5%
CUICUI 0.50.5 10%10% 15%15% 10%10% 5%5%
GUCUIGUCUI 1.01.0 100%       60%      100%100%       60%      100% 50%50%

For example, For example, m(m(GG) = B() = B(GG), ), 
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MMőőbius Representationbius Representation

Source   P      Panel 1Source   P      Panel 1 Panel 2 Panel 2 Combined Combined 
Belief  m      Belief  m       Belief    mBelief  m      Belief  m       Belief    m

GG 0.5    5%    5%    15%0.5    5%    5%    15% 15%15% 21%     21%21%     21%
CC 0.5    5%    5%      5%0.5    5%    5%      5% 5%5% 9%      9%9%      9%
II 0.0    0%    0%0.0    0%    0% 0%0% 0%0% 1%      1%1%      1%
GUCGUC 1.0   20%  10%    40%1.0   20%  10%    40% 20%20% 50%     20%50%     20%
GUIGUI 0.5   20%  15%    20%      5%0.5   20%  15%    20%      5% 34%     12%34%     12%
CUICUI 0.5   10%  15%    10%0.5   10%  15%    10% 5%5% 16%       6%16%       6%
GUCUI  GUCUI  1.0  100%  60%  100%1.0  100%  60%  100% 50%50% 100%    31%100%    31%
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Upper and Lower ProbabilitiesUpper and Lower Probabilities

Consider two sets, X(xConsider two sets, X(x11, x, x22) and Y(y) and Y(y11,y,y22), ), 
with with ΣΣ PPXX(x(xii) = ) = ΣΣPPYY(y(yii) = 1) = 1

We seek We seek PPX,YX,Y(x,y(x,y), which has four constraints:), which has four constraints:
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)(1)(),(),( 1222,12, xPxPyxPyxP XXYXYX −==+

)(),(),( 112,11, yPyxPyxP YYXYX =+

)(1)(),(),( 1222,21, yPyPyxPyxP YYYXYX −==+



These are actually three independent equations for 
the four joint probabilities.  Select PX,Y(x1y1).

Resulting in upper and lower bounds for any 
outcome, A, that consists of X,Y pairs:

Where D is the set of all consistent distributions
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ConclusionsConclusions

•• We need to bridge the gap between classical We need to bridge the gap between classical 
mathematics and linguisticmathematics and linguistic--based issuesbased issues

•• Generalized information theory has applications Generalized information theory has applications 
for linguisticallyfor linguistically--expressed, perceived riskexpressed, perceived risk

•• Approaches include uncertainty measurements, Approaches include uncertainty measurements, 
fuzzy sets and generalized belief measuresfuzzy sets and generalized belief measures

•• With broader approaches, mathematical theories With broader approaches, mathematical theories 
can quantify risk factors, hazards, response, etc.can quantify risk factors, hazards, response, etc.


